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XPLORE
GRADING INDEX

PLEAsE NOtE:
Every XPLORE tour or expedition can be categorized into the grading index illustrated below. This index is a 
general guide to give you an idea of your chosen adventures' level of physical, mental and technical difficulty. 
Kilimanjaro Summit to Sea expedition listed in this brochure is graded at a difficulty level of 3.

Amateur XPLORERS and
first timers will enjoy this.
A typical excursion could 
take up to a day or a portion 
of the day to accomplish
(eg: A 50km MTB ride out
in the Magaliesburg) 

An up and coming XPLORER 
will find this a stimulating 
event with an easy pace. 
A stage could take up to 
a day or multiple days to 
accomplish (eg: A 2 day
hike in and around
the Drakensberg)

An experienced XPLORER will
find this a challenging outing. 
Requiring narrative and 
guidance to complete.
A stage could take up a good 
portion of the day or span 
multiple days to accomplish 
(eg: Any stage of the Freedom 
Trail or Himalaya MTB tour )

A real challenge for the 
experienced XPLORER. 
Requiring special skills, 
knowledge, equipment, 
in-depth preparation and 
guidance to complete. 
A tour will require multiple 
days or weeks to accomplish 
(eg: Climbing to the top
of Aconcagua)

A serious mental or 
physical challenge for the 
experienced XPLORER. 
Requiring specific skills, 
specialized knowledge 
and equipment as well as 
in-depth preparation and 
guidance to complete.
An expedition will require
multiple weeks to accomplish 
(eg: Climbing to the top of 
Mount Everest)

EASY
I'M CHILLING

MEDIUM
AvERAGE EXERtION

HARD
tAXEd tO tHE MAX

BRUTAL
EXtREMELy GRuELING

DESPERATE
ONLy tHE fEw suCCEEd
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YOU HAvE PROBABLY nEvER THOUgHT ABOUT TAKIng YOUR 
MOUnTAIn BIKE UP KILI, THAT IS UnTIL A FEw CRAzY FOLK TOOK 
THEIR BIKES UP In MARCH 2017 AnD THEn RODE ALL THE wAY 
TO THE SEA In UnDER 24 HOURS!

AS CRAzY AnD THRILLIng AS THAT TRIP wAS, wE THOUgHT YOU 
MAY EnjOY A MORE RELAXED vERSIOn OF THE CYCLE PART!
SO SIT BACK AnD READ ABOUT THE ADvEnTURE OF A LIFE TIME…
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The Journey

AFRICA’S
OF THIS TRIP IS

AT THE HEART 

MOUNTAIN
HIGHEST
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During several months of the year, Xplore guides select groups to Kilimanjaro. Over the course of a week to ten days, you will encounter some of 
the worlds most diverse natural environments.
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The journey starts in Moshi, a small Tanzanian town at the foot of Kilimanjaro. just one day is spent here shopping for supplies before a jeep drive takes 
us to the park gate and the start of the climb. This is where the real adventure begins, and over the next few days you will marvel at the changing scenery.
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As for your bikes, well they will be taken by jeep up to one of the huts and from there 
porters will carry them for you all the way to the summit!
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Then you will leave the forest and hike across scrub land and a weathered afro-alpine environment.
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After 4 or 5 days of a slow ascent, you will leave all vegetation behind and cross the alpine desert.
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And then, finally, the last Slopes of Kibo will fill the sky as you make a midnight start for the top, 
and one of the last places in Africa where glacial ice can be seen.
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Standing on Uhuru peak, the highest point 
in Africa, the plains will fall away with an 
endless, curving sky as the backdrop. You 
will be free, and just for a moment, you 
will be king of Africa!
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THE ROutE
(Climbing)

The following describes the Marangu route, one of the 
more popular routes on the mountain.

CLIMATE zOnES:

Arctic: 4.998m - 5.895m
Alpine Desert: 3992m - 4998m
Moorland: 2.804 - 3.992m
Rainforest: 1798m - 2804m
Bushveld: 792m - 1798m

10 Km Tanzania

Kenya

Marangu
Park gate

Mandara
Hut

Mawenzi
Plateua

Kibo Hut

UHURU
SUMMIT

Horombo Hut
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THE ROUTE
(Cycling)
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THE PROfILE
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PACKAGE COST

This is not just another mountain. This is Kilimanjaro, an iconic volcano 
that rises from the plains of Africa and makes its claim as one of the 
Seven. As such, it has some unique aspects:

 - An ascent through virtually all of the earth’s biozones; from 
  tropical jungle, to afro-alpine, to alpine desert, and finally to 
  polar ice cap

 - It is one of the iconic Seven Summits, the highest mountain
  on each of the seven continents

 - The world’s largest freestanding volcano

 - Featuring a solid 3 (HARD/taxed to the max) on the Xplore 
  Grading Index

 - Access to one of Xplores ‘iconic’ facilitators and guides

 - An extra acclimatization day

Investment:

 $4600  
 $1000 deposit secures

SOMETHING SPECIAL

The following is the Iconic option. This is geared towards the discerning 
climber who wants more than just a summit. With
this option, you are guaranteed to have a life changing experience.

 - Includes:

  • A six week tailored training program

  • A ‘bounty pack’

  • Alex Harris as chief facilitator of the training program
   (this includes access to both mental skills training,
     as well as physical training)
 
  • An extra acclimatization day

  • Two nights at the Ngare Sero Lodge - or similar,
   depending on availability

  • All technical sleeping and hiking clothing supplied
   for hire if required

  • All bike fees and bike porter fees

  • Vehicle support overland for three days to the coast

  • All accommodation and food
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ABOut ALEX

In the late 90’s , Alex pioneered the mountain guiding industry in South 
Africa. He went on to become the 3rd South African to climb the Seven 
Summits, the highest mountain on all seven continents, and has been 
involved in three Everest Expeditions.

More recently. Alex, along with Sibu, became the first South African to 
walk to the South Pole unsupported. He is also a previous record holder 
of the Freedom Challenge, Race Across South Africa. Alex has lost count 
how many times he has climbed Kilimanjaro, but he thinks it is eleven 
or twelve. Either way, you are in good hands!
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CONtACt ALEX

For more information you can
chat to Alex on:

tELEPHONE:
 +27 083 383 7378

E-MAIL:
 alex@xplorethisworld.com

wEB:
 www.xplorethisworld.com
 www.facebook.com/xplorethisworld

twIttER:
 twitter.com/alexanderharris
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